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KAZUKI GIN
Sheringham Distillery is proud to introduce the latest spirit to our collection. Kazuki
Gin was born out of love of both Eastern and Western botanicals and gin making
techniques.
The name Kazuki is a combination of two Japanese characters. KAZU, meaning
“harmony”, refers to the blending and respect we have for both East and West
cultures. KI means “radiance” and is an ode to the radiant flavours of the botanicals
as they dance on your palette.
Cherry blossom petals were imported from Japan, as well as premium yuzu peel.
From Westholme Tea Farm in the Cowichan Valley we procured green tea leaves and
flowers. As the only producer of green tea in Canada, we knew they had to be a part
of our new spirit. Expect dynamic flavours from start to finish with the special and
unique essence the Kazuki provides.
Tasting notes include a wonderful citrus forward start of lemon, grapefruit and
mandarin orange as provided by the yuzu fruit. Next up are subtle floral notes similar
to mild cherries as provided by the sakura, aka cherry blossom petals. Mild, earthy
middle notes are provided far in the back thanks to the juniper berries. The juniper
expression is much softer and rounder than you would expect. Early finishing notes
are of a dryness on the center of your tongue from the fresh and softly toasted green
tea leaves. Lastly the flowers from the green tea plant itself creates a creaminess and
velvetly-like texture at the finish.
We invite you to try our latest spirit.

- Jason and Alayne MacIsaac

VOLUME 750ML
ALC./VOL. 43%
SKU 826172
WHOLESALE PER UNIT $33.29
UNITS/CASE 12

